Texas CHIP Coalition
Meeting Minutes
June 17, 2016
Present:

Laura Guerra-Cardus, CDF
Adriana Kohler, Texans Care for Children
Andrea Meza, RAICES
Lou Seyler, Social Worker, volunteer, RAICES
Jenny Hixon, Texans Care for Children
Mary Allen, TACHC
Olga Rodriguez, TACHC
Clayton Travis, TPS
Will Francis, NASW
Leah Gonzalez, Healthy Texas Futures
Kathy Eckstein, CHAT
Anne Dunkelberg, CPPP
Melissa McChesney, CPPP
Rachel Cooper, CPPP

On the phone:

Greg Hansch, NAMI
Sister J.T. Dwyer, Daughters of Charity
Betsy Coats, Maxims
Claudia Calderon, Texas Children’s Health Plan
TDA
Johnna Carlton, Texas Children’s Hospital
Chris Yanas, Methodist Healthcare Ministries
Monica Montez, Central Health
Summer Stringer, Feeding Texas

Chair:
Minutes Scribe:
Next meeting:

Laura Guerra-Cardus, CDF-TX
Julia Von Alexander, Center for Public Policy Priorities
June 17, 2016

I. Health Care Access for Pregnant Women and Children in Detention Centers (Laura Guerra-Cardus,
CDF-TX, Jenny Hixon, Texans Care, Lou Seyler & Andrea Meza, RAICES Equal Justice Works)
 Some CHIP coalition members working on this issue for a while. Concerning reports from
pediatricians (NASW, TPS, CDF) showing children were suffering physical and mental health issues.
 Texas Conference of Bishops testified at an injunction challenging the state agency’s authority to
license these detention centers as childcare facilities.
 Andrea Meza- visits detention centers to provide legal services to the mothers and their children.
Karnes has been licensed as a childcare facility (licensed before lawsuit). Dilley has a license under
litigation (temporary injunction). If judge finds state agency can’t do it, would remove Karnes too.
 RAICES includes advocacy for other issues besides legal issues. Maintain a temporary shelter that
receives women who have been released.
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Families- from northern triangle of Central America, fleeing violence in home countries. 64,505
families in removal proceedings since January. Similar number of unaccompanied children.
Family detention practice stopped in 2009, but recently began again. Converted Karnes into a center
for mothers and children. Built Dilley specifically for mothers & children. Run by private prison
companies.
Immigrants asking for protection, by law must be allowed in. Wait for or seek out border patrol agents.
Holding cells at the border- “ice boxes”, bad conditions stay 1-4 nights. All within homeland security,
don’t know how they make decisions. Might be released straight from “ice box”, others go to “dog
kennel”. Then may be released or go to detention center.
Lots of health problems and when mothers take their children to the medical facilities told that they
must come back or make an appointment. But the medical director claims that is 24/7 walk-in and
assisted in timely manner. Also, often mothers and children are told to drink more water regardless of
the health issue.
Breastfeeding is hard. Had forced, unannounced, and unexplained vaccinations. All given adult dose of
hepatitis vaccination. There are kids with pre-existing health issues (e.g. epilepsy, severe UTIs) there.
Clayton T.- medical professionals’ qualifications? Don’t know, repeated information requests. Only
information from mothers and whistleblower. Don’t even know the number of healthcare providers.
Woman with renal failure - took legal intervention to get her out, and she had not gotten adequate care.
No gynecologist on site.
Most released from detention within 2-3 weeks to family members throughout the U.S. Wait time for
hearing on asylum could be months or years. Leave with untreated medical and mental health issues to
metro areas in Texas. Ineligible for ACA, and government funded cash benefits can cause issues with
immigration proceedings/application.
Jenny H- surprised by lack of data collection. Baseline issue is that need transparency with data
collection. Need to make informed decisions and recommendations. Currently just anecdotal.
Lou S.- mental health professional, evaluated mothers and seeing PTSD/adjustment disorders due to
the violence they have witnessed/experienced (fleeing threats of violence/rape by gang members).
Children coping with mothers who have these disorders. Lack of mental health providers there, not
getting help. Coming because there is a threat against their life or their children’s life.
Laura G.- U.S. has had refugees coming to this country for a long time. Children are being harmed in
these facilities. Dean of UT School of Social Work put out a good report- Interviewed 20 families
including the children. Kids reverting to infantile states, older kids were listless/suicidal thoughts.
These periods cause lifelong issues for these kids. Why CDF-TX is involved. Report from American
Academy of Pediatricians is also good and says this is not ok for children.
Karnes/Dilley are only mothers with children. Unaccompanied minors not with Department of
Homeland Security, with Office of Refugee Settlement instead. Will F.- Investigations and staff aren’t
trained to deal with CPS type cases. Cite as infraction on minimum standards, even though is an
abuse/neglect problem. No resources to really do anything about the complaints.
Lou S.- some mothers/children are “removed” (sent home) from the U.S. and returned to the
violence/threats. Through Homeland Security.
Jenny H.-Not fleeing for economic reasons. Human rights crisis. Lumped into larger immigration
debate. Far worse consequences than any declared war in this area.
Sister JT- stories heard today please spread that word to people you know.
If you have any questions, feel free to contact the presenters.
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II. Updates & Discussion on Public Forums & Meetings (Clayton Travis, TPS)

















SB 760 public forum- ways to strengthen Medicaid managed care provider networks. Public input on
HHSC proposals on network adequacy standards changes. Documents online? Here.
All presentations and recommendations from HHSC are here. September rule for comment
Network adequacy standards are better. Tailoring time (time is new)/distance standards/appointment
availability by provider type.
3 tiers (each with 3 different services areas based on geography= major metro, micro, rural): 1. PCP
2. Therapy 3. Specialty care (behavioral health, ob-gyn, dentist)
o Unclear on public transportation. We can comment on this.
o TPS- behavioral health, ob-gyn- should probably be in tier 2.
o Will F.- asked at meeting: why didn’t just replicate Medicare? They had no answer. Might be a
good recommendation to make. Medicare is in 5 geographic standards. One managed care planprefers using Medicare standards.
o New standards for dentists and behavioral services
Provider access for long term services/supports
o Clayton-Attendant services network adequacy standards? Anne-think so, but they should say it
directly that is attendants. Never any standards around this before.
Telemedicine-had to look at CMS rule.
o Questions on if telemedicine access addresses network adequacy.
Publish MCO provider info on HHSC website.
Provider directory
o Secret shopper calls.
o Standard template for provider directory.
o Include MCOs phone number for service coordination/finding a provider/making an
appointment in the provider directory.
o Whether accepting new patients or not?
o Where to find online directories.
Expedited credentialing (joining a practice that is already credentialed and enrolled in Medicaid. Can
start billing before credentialing process is complete.)
o Some providers already have this ability. Expanding to dentists, nursing facilities, social
workers
o Talk on including other mental health professionals.
o 1 page FAQ outlining the process
o Hope to get a box to check that want it expedited on credentialing forms.
Kathy E.- at STAR Kids advisory said will allow out of area providers to be in-network. This is really
helpful. Clayton T- difference between that and 1 child agreement? Better for health plan? Olga R.
Simpler. And a lot easier for patient perspective. Clayton T.-Willingness of providers? Olga R- hard.
Stakeholder hearing July 26th (agenda here)- catch all. Biannual meeting to go over everything
managed care. Title in agenda. Highlight upcoming contractual changes to MCO contracts. Not really
available for comment, but next time around will be able to provide comment on the contract changes.
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IV. Report on Florida’s Health Care Quality Performance for Children in Medicaid and CHIP (Anne
Dunkelberg, CPPP & Adriana Kohler, Texans Care)
 Georgetown CCF posted a report on “how is Florida’s Medicaid Managed Care Working for
Children”. Includes info from the Child Core Set.
 CCF- asked if anyone wants to work with them on a report on Texas. FL had funding from local
philanthropies to do a survey of physicians. Who is interested?
 Adriana K.- Medicaid and CHIP must report measures. Long complex report with TX data in it but is
hard to get through. Would be nice to see how we measure up. Includes developmental screenings,
well child checks, etc.
 Any ideas on who you would like to join the report? Rice University’s healthcare policy center and
Texans Children’s Center for Policy might be interested. Funding would be a separate issue.
V. Update on Name Change Vote Outcome (Clayton Travis, TPS)
 Officially the Children’s Health Coverage Coalition.
 Voted last meeting, and opened it up through email.
 Need to do a branding campaign, starting now. Volunteers to join a workgroup on branding. Laura G,
Melissa M, Peter Clark, Kathy E, and Julia.
 Send ideas on what to change.
VI. Legislative Agenda for Upcoming Session (Laura Guerra-Cardus, CDF-TX)
 Working group for legislative agenda. Categories last year were eligibility, workforce/provider
networks, catch-all (against mini cuts all over Medicaid program), healthy moms/babies, and
maximizing opportunities to connect whole families.
 March of Dimes priority- women in CHIP are automatically enrolled into Healthy Texas Women. Like
Medicaid moms are now.
 Volunteers to look at last year’s agenda- what keep and what add? Time next month to talk through
and present ideas to the group. Involved in past CPPP, Texas impact, TACHC, TMA, TPS, CHAT,
provider groups, MoD, Texans Care, CDF-TX (liaison to CTN). Will cc steering committee.
 Anne-Need to move to something much narrower and need a commitment from a minimum number of
coalition members. More focused this next time.
General Announcements 5 groups in TX were awarded Connecting Kids to Coverage funding. CDF-TX got it to work in East
TX and Rio Grande Valley. Others include: Gateway to Care, The Community Council of Greater
Dallas (CCGD), Lone Star Legal Aid (LSLA), and Bexar County Hospital District (doing business as
University Health System.
o Clayton T.-let these groups know that any barriers identified, bring the coalition. CHIP is a
good avenue to complain.
 Preferred dates for legislative briefing in legislative conference center? End of Jan. on TuesdayThursday and November Tuesday-Thursday. Anne to check on it.
 Closing the coverage gap advocacy day- March 7, 2017. Partnering with NASW. Also, white coat day
(have done in past years). 1000+ individuals. Hope you will participate through funding or attending.
VII. OTA Meeting & Update from HHSC Office of Social Services, Policy Strategy, Analysis, and
Development Division
OSS and the Office of the Ombudsman
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See slides.

Office of the Ombudsman (Paige Marsala, HHSC)
 Complaints are a smaller percentage of their contacts.
 Most complaints in Medicaid. On average ~25% of complaints substantiated.
 Clayton T. – good level of substantiated complaints? Paige M.- Consider complaint as any expression
of dissatisfaction. Could be about a barrier or delay.
 Clayton T. -Is there a goal to bring down substantiated complaints? Paige M.- Have managed care
support network. Addressing issues there. There will always be complaints. Communicate substantial
problems to leadership, often working on addressing problem trends. Major issues (delivery of
services, application for programs)- will tackle as soon as hear of them. Not sure that there is a major
issue that is affecting the complaints showed. But tends to be around 20% in other states too.
 Laura G- substantiated rate for applications denied within CHIP? Don’t have it here, will follow up.
 Rachel C.-Audits to check for correct processing for TANF and other cases? Have quality assurance
and HHSC has its own QC/QA process. Will follow up.
 Laura G.- On Medicaid how often do clients call because their application was denied? Likely within
top 10.
 Sister J.T. could you also show % of cases wrongly denied on TANF/SNAP/Medicaid? Yes, will
follow up.
 Tina Pham- Foster care ombudsman- 5/2/16 opened the foster care help line. Toll free line- received 45
calls. 14 from the youth. Purpose is for the youth to call. Others were teachers, attorneys, foster care
parents, birth parents. Referred non-youth calls to DFPS. Foster care youth complaints- need
documents (id, birth cert), haven’t seen caseworker, visitation arrangements. Have closed 4 cases.
 When you refer the case do you consider it closed or follow up with those agencies? Required to
follow through from beginning to end that the youth get what they need. Non-youth just do a referral
and get outcome from that agency.
 How long to work to close a case? New program, still testing the water.
 Child problem with STAR Health- should they reach out to foster care youth line? Can reach out to
foster care ombudsman, perhaps better than OMCAT in case there is anything affecting them outside
of the health care issues. Number hasn’t been published broadly, reaching out through seminars/word
of mouth, updating the websites. CASA is helping to spread it to youth/facilities. Required to have
posting with information about the ombudsman at foster care facilities. Youth are referred to them.
 OMCAT updates- community liaison very busy. Focused on children with disabilities in ISDs around
state, family orgs for children w/ disabilities. Going to some conferences this summer to spread the
word (NASW, nursing, aging)
 Rick Castillo- managed care support network from SB760. Narrowed scope to 1. Access to care 2.
Delivery of care 3. Resolving issues that prevent enrollment of eligible people in managed care HHSC
programs that is Medicaid/CHIP (Choosing plan or enrollment? Any type of eligibility issues).
 Have had a few meetings with HHSC agencies (any that work on managed care), ARDCs, Area
Agency on Aging Centers, etc. Nearly 30 attendees. Monthly meetings for now.
 TX legal services center already offers Medicare training. Looked at their modules and provided
feedback to make a customized Medicaid training for dual eligible clients.
 CHIP program parent- refer to OMCAT? Yes. If ever unsure, feel free to contact anyone of them.
 Adriana K.- could the managed care support network meetings be open to the public/for advocates?
Anne- Intention is to create internal groups. Paige- Rick attends all of the stakeholder meetings on
Medicaid.
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HHSC Office of Social Services Introductions and Transitions (Interim Deputy Executive Commissioner of
Social Services Wayne Salter) Christina Hoppe & Kate Volti
 Introducing the new DEC. Working during transformation and is taking over Stephanie Muth’s role.
Before he came to Texas, worked 19 years in the field in Florida.
 Things we worked with on Kate Hendrix are transitioning to Valerie Eubert.
Presumptive Eligibility (Kate Volti)


Not many changes since last overview. Not a high volume of determinations. (see slide)

Community Partner Program Update (Kate Volti)















Focused on trying to better support partners to come up with plans, training, documents, etc.
Using partners as consultants to guide the support provided. Would meet over the phone quarterly.
Trying to do 30 site visits/year. Leveraging regional community relations staff.
200 responses so far to community partner survey. More to come next time on program rules.
Improvements to yourtexasbenefits.com-working to inform partners
Looking to recruit active partners. How many are active? Most are pretty active. What do you mean by
active? That they have been in the program have for at least 2 years.
Volume of applications from CPP? Has it plateaued? In future reports will provide, as well as types of
partners. Shifted from recruiting to trying to keep partners in the program, and to make it worthwhile.
Laura G.- It would be helpful if could give individual data on if their clients were denied. Allow
outreach assistants to provide additional assistance to clients. Can go back and see if the client got
coverage or if it is pending. (Sister J.T agrees that this would really improve partner satisfaction.)
Kate V.- have heard that before. Most partners don’t have the level of authorization that they would
need to do that. Would have to look at major systems changes. Would need a lot of HHSC
oversight/monitoring. Could explore a pilot.
Laura G.- could even have another level of client consent for worker or organization.
Olga R.- Initially allowed partners with a high volume of applications to see if their clients were
denied. Client already has to give consent for everything. Could do it with partners who have been in
the system for a long time.
Kate V.- newer team, will have a conversation about this and report the progress.

Healthy Texas Women (Christina Hoppe)









Eligibility that will be updated. Age is changing, currently 18-44, July 1st will be 15-44. 15-17 will
need a parent/guardian to sign the application. Income limit is increasing to 200% FPL. Also, sterile
women will be able to get coverage on July 1st.
Texas Women’s Program is now Healthy Texas Women program, same goal.
Coordinating enrollment with pregnant women’s Medicaid. Also, will be referred to the Marketplace.
Melissa M.-Problem that married minors are not found eligible due to TIERS. Even with parental
consent, not eligible to be in the program. Concerned that policy is driven by systems constraints.
Same thing happened with children have CHIP can’t have Health Texas Women too.
Wayne S.- Will go back and look at it. Policy drives and systems support.
Issue: 2 federal programs, TIERS will kick it out, even though Healthy Texas Women isn’t a federal
program. CHIP doesn’t cover contraceptive coverage, so how do you get these children that coverage?
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Telephonic Signature for Applicants (Christina Hoppe)





Update in August, can sign application over the phone. Can also sign to recognize authorized
representative over the phone.
Rachel C.- If someone calls 2-1-1, do an interview call back for SNAP. Can they then sign? No.
Wayne S.- Not taking the option to do telephonic signatures for SNAP, due to other implications.
Many people on SNAP and if they all decide to use that option 2-1-1 would be flooded.
Telephonic signatures are a federal requirement for Medicaid and CHIP from ACA, but not for SNAP.

OSS Rule Updates (Christina Hoppe)




3 proposed rules from last session: SNAP/drug offense; school based savings accounts; same sex
marriage.
2 groups of proposed rules around aligning rules on ACA and 1-time TANF for caretaker adult with
current process.
Recommended for approval at the last meeting.

Babies in CPS custody?


Following up on that.

Finding a short-term solution for children with Social Security benefits getting denied Medicaid/CHIP for
over income.




Survivor’s benefits counted for Medicaid when shouldn’t be and so clients are denied. Then they can’t
get Marketplace coverage because they are under income.
HHSC doing case by case assistance and we appreciate it. But even these are getting dropped on
renewal.
Christina H.- Pending a response from CMS for clarification. Want to be able to update the system and
make a long term fix. CMS guidance will likely come soon.

Child-Only TANF eligibility determination process for children in kinship caregiver households & the TANF
One-Time Grandparent payment






Kinship care cases that should qualify for TNAF, but denied regularly because the system doesn’t have
a way to say is a child only case. System fixes status?
Wayne S.- Expect that when reach out and do interview, the family lets HHSC know.
Rachel- Cases denied and workers aren’t asking if it is kinship family. No box to check that specifies is
child only. Grandparent payment is also rejected because don’t realize that kid must be on TANF first.
May need to educate more on the line of “who are you applying for.”
Will research this and will follow up in writing.

Kathy Eckstein of Children’s Hospital Association of Texas will chair the July 15th meeting, which is a
regular 2-hour meeting.
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Health Care Access
for Detained
Refugee Children
Andrea Meza
Equal Justice Works Fellow, Attorney
RAICES

About RAICES


The Refugee and Immigrant Center for Education and Legal Services
(RAICES) is a non-profit, legal services agency serving indigent
immigrants throughout Texas.



RAICES opened in 1986 to serve the high number of refugees fleeing
the civil wars in Central America. Since that time, we have
expanded from one office with one staff person to seven offices with
over 75 staff.



RAICES utilizes legal services, social services, advocacy, litigation,
and policy to achieve its goal of a fair and just immigration system.

Family Detention
•

Who are the families?

•

Why are they fleeing?

•

Where are they going?

Customs and Border Protection
processing stations
“Dog Kennel”

“Freezer/Ice Box”

Karnes
Capacity for 800+ mothers and children. Recently
expanded from about 550.
“Northern Triangle” of Honduras, El Salvador,

Guatemala
54 miles SE of San Antonio

Controlled by ICE, Operated by GEO Group

Dilley

Capacity for 2400 mothers and children

“Northern Triangle” of Honduras, El Salvador, Guatemala
73 miles south of San Antonio

Controlled by ICE, Operated by CCA Group

Health Concerns in Detention


“drink more water”



Colds & stomach problems are the norm



Breastfeeding challenges



July 2015 forced vaccinations at Dilley



Detention of children with serious pre-existing
health issues



Sexual Assault



Detention induced health problems



Lack of transparency

Post-Release


Houston, DFW, San Antonio, Austin



Untreated medical and mental health conditions



Not eligible for care under the Affordable Care Act



Legislative & county based solutions – California and
Montgomery County, MD



Government funded cash benefits may complicate
immigration cases



Privately funded community resources



Refugee Advocate Program

Thank You
Andrea.Meza@RAICESTexas.org

HHS Office of the Ombudsman
Update
Presented to

CHIP Coalition
June 17, 2016

FY 2016

Contacts

OFFICE OF THE OMBUDSMAN

2

FY 2016

Total Ombudsman Contacts for
FY2016
Complaints

14,827

Inquiries

49,377

3

FY2016

TANF

Contact Volumes by Program Type
September 2015 -May 2016
Contacts Complaints
Substantiated
Complaints
784
314
67 (21%)

CHIP

851

295

82 (28%)

SNAP

8484

2533

670 (26%)

MEDICAID

48,395

10,520

1879 (18%)
4

FY 2016

Top Three Reasons
for Contact
by Program Type
September 2015 –
May 2016

5

FY 2016

MEDICAID

CHIP

Access to Prescriptions
How to Apply
Verify Health Coverage

Application Case/Denied
Check Status
Case Information Error

TANF

SNAP

Application Case/Denied Application Case/Denied
Application Incomplete
Check Status
Explained Benefits/Policy Explained Benefits/Policy
6

FY2016

Timeliness of Pregnant Women
Eligibility Determinations
Since 09/01/2015, the OO has received one
complaint from a client whose Pregnancy Medicaid
had not been completed.

7

FY 2016

FOSTER CARE OMBUDSMAN

8

FY 2016
Contact Volume FCO Program
May 2016 - June 2016

Foster Care Youth
Total Contacts

14 (31%)
45

Information Shared
• Preparation for Adult Living (PAL)
• Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA)
• Department of Family Protective Services (DFPS)
9

Foster Care
Ombudsman
Toll-free phone: 1-844-286-0769
Toll-free fax:
1-888-780-8099
Online Submission:
http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us/ombudsman/
foster-care.shtml
10

FY 2016

Ombudsman Managed Care Assistance Team

UPDATE

11

FY 2016

Ombudsman Managed Care Assistance Team
(OMCAT)

• Outreach

• Managed Care Support Network
• Medicare Training
12

Contact Us
Phone (Toll-free):
Fax (Toll-free):
Main Line:1-877-787-8999
1-888-780-8099
Managed Care Help: 1-866-566-8989
Foster Care Help: 1-844-286-0769
Relay Texas: 7-1-1 or 1-800-735-2989 Mail
HHS Ombudsman
Mail Code H-700
P. O. Box 13247
Austin, Texas
Online
78711-3247
http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us/ombudsman

/ managed-care.shtml

13

Presumptive Eligibility and the Community
Partner Program
Office of Social Services
June 17, 2016

Presumptive Eligibility (PE)
•

The PE website, www.TexasPresumptiveEligibility.com, launched December
3, 2014. The PE website includes a wealth of information about the program
including: general information, access to required trainings, program updates,
policy requirements, and a link to submit PE determinations.

•
•

QH/QEs began submitting PE determinations effective February 1, 2015.
As of June 9, 2016:

– 41 QH/QEs have joined the program.
– 0 hospitals/entities are in the PE enrollment process.
•

As of June 9, 2016, QHs and QEs submitted 506 PE determinations.

– QHs submitted 252 determinations
– QEs submitted 254 determinations
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Community Partner Program
•

Through the Community Partner Program (CPP), HHSC partners with
community-based organizations to assist individuals applying for public
benefits through the YourTexasBenefits.com website.

•

In its fourth year CPP is focused on new ways to support and retain partners.
Relevant activities include:
– Formation of a Community Partner Group for guidance and input
– HHSC site support visits
– Community Partner survey
– Program rules
– Updates to program materials and trainings
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Policy Strategy, Analysis, and Development
Office of Social Services
June 17, 2016

Healthy Texas Women
(Formerly Texas Women’s Health Program)
• July 1, 2016, HHSC will launch changes to the Texas Women’s Health
Program and the program will now be called the Healthy Texas Women
program.
• This program offers women’s health and family planning services to
women across the state.
• The Healthy Texas Women program updates certain eligibility factors
including age and income limits.
• As part of the project, HHSC will transition certain mothers who receive
Medicaid for Pregnant Women to the Healthy Texas Women.
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Telephonic Signature Updates
• The Affordable Care Act (ACA) requires that individuals have the
option to submit and sign applications, renewals, and authorized
representative designations for Medicaid and CHIP by telephone.
• Effective August 2016, individuals will be able to:
– Complete and sign an application or renewal over the phone for
Medicaid and the CHIP; and
– Sign an authorized representative change over the phone for
Medicaid, CHIP, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF),
and Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP).
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OSS Rules Update
• In May 2016, the following proposed rules were recommended for
approval by the Medical Care Advisory Committee and HHSC Council:
– Senate Bill 200, 84th Legislature, Regular Session, 2015;
– Senate Bill 1664, 84th Legislature, Regular Session, 2015;
– House Bill 3987, 84th Legislature, Regular Session 2015;
– Supreme Court Decision: Obergefell v. Hodges, 576 U.S. 135, June
26, 2015;
– ACA updates to align state rules with federal law and current HHSC
policy; and
– TANF update to clarify eligibility requirements for a caretaker adult
to receive one-time TANF.
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